
 

 

June 19, 2012 

 

To: Commonwealth Transportation Board 

From: Thomas James, President and CEO, Truck Renting and Leasing Association (TRALA) 

Re:  Concerns with Tolling Interstate 95  

 

The Truck Renting and Leasing Association (TRALA) is opposed to new tolling on existing lanes on 

Interstate 95.  On behalf of TRALA and its over 550 members owning approximately 20% of the 

trucks engaged in commercial transportation, I would like to take this opportunity to express several 

specific concerns the industry has with tolling, and its negative impact on truck renting and leasing. 

 

In general, TRALA opposes tolling existing lanes of interstate highways that have been to date 

funded in large part by the many taxes paid by commercial truck owners and motor carriers.  

TRALA members are predominantly commercial truck owners and in some cases tax compliance 

partners with their motor carrier customers.  As such, TRALA members have helped fund interstate 

construction and maintenance through the payment of truck registration fees and in many cases fuel 

taxes to the Commonwealth of Virginia, as well as federal excise taxes on trucks, tractors, trailers 

and tires,  heavy vehicle use taxes, and fuel taxes to the federal Highway Trust Fund.  

 

Also, as owners of commercial trucks operating pursuant to rental or lease agreements, TRALA 

members would appreciate more opportunities to comment on tolling proposals and their specific 

impact on the industry.  For example, many TRALA member companies are often held liable for toll 

violations committed by their customers while operating a rented or leased truck. This occurs when a 

truck violates a toll and tolling authorities use still images to capture the license plate on the vehicle.  

The license plate will identify the leasing and renting company as the vehicle’s registered owner and 

the tolling authority will send citations to the TRALA member company rather than the vehicle 

operator.  

 

TRALA members have a limited amount of time (just 30 days in many states) to complete “transfers 

of liability,” or whatever the appropriate form may be, to provide the customer’s information to the 

tolling authority so that the tolling authority can then contact the operator who violated the toll. 

Often times,  the TRALA member does not even receive the citation within the short time frame 

allowed, thereby removing the possibility for them to escape liability for their customers’ violations. 

In some cases, the absence of statutory limitations on record-keeping and toll liability, tolling 

authorities have tried to hold truck renting and leasing companies liable for violations, along with 

penalties and processing fees, committed by their customers up to ten years in the past. 

  

All parties would be best served if the issue outlined above were discussed in an open forum and 

through public comment periods as part of the Commonwealth Transportation Board and VDOT 

consideration of tolling Interstate 95. The burden of funding transportation infrastructure 

development and maintenance should not fall unfairly on the commercial truck transportation 



industry. Also, fairness in toll violation liability can be reached through statutory provisions, but 

consideration of those provisions and their viability should occur before any decision is made to 

move forward with new tolls on existing interstate highway lanes.  Please consider these points and 

reject proposals for new tolls on Interstate 95.   

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me at any time to learn more about the truck renting and leasing 

industry and its concerns with tolling. Thank you for your consideration.  


